We de ne a nite relation algebra and show that the network satisfaction problem is undecidable for this algebra 1 .
1 Partially supported by UK EPSRC grant GR/L85961. Thanks to Ian Hodkinson, Sean Holden and Roger Maddux for their contributions to this result. Thanks especially to the anonymous referee for pointing out several errors and improving the paper in many ways. 2 Here we follow the temporal reasoning literature and impose no constraints on N. Elsewhere we include in the de nition of N certain consistency requirements.
A Finite Relation Algebra with Undecidable Network Satisfaction Problem
If N(m; n) is an atom of A for all m; n 2 nodes(N) then the network N is called an atomic network.
A representation h of A maps each element of A to a binary relation over some domain X such that h is a boolean isomorphism and h(1 0 ) = f(x; x) : x 2 Xg h( a) = f(x; y) : (y; x) 2 h(a)g h(a; b) = f(x; y) : 9z 2 X; (x; z) 2 h(a)^(z; y) 2 h(b)g Let h be a representation of A over the domain X and let N be a network. A map 0 from nodes(N) into X is called an embedding of N into h if (m 0 ; n 0 ) 2 h(N(m; n)) for all m; n 2 nodes(N). The network satisfaction problem (NSP) over A is to determine for an arbitrary network N over A whether there is a representation and an embedding of N into that representation.
Background
A number of relation algebras have been used for temporal reasoning. There are cases where the network satisfaction problem (NSP) is tractable, e.g. this is the case for the three atom point algebra DMP91] and the left-linear algebra Com83, D91, AGN94]. But typically the NSP is NP-complete as, for example, with the Allen interval algebra All83, All84] (NP-completeness proved in VK86, theorem 2]). To show that the NSP for the Allen interval algebra is in NP consider the following nondeterministic algorithm. For each edge of a given network, non-deterministically pick one atom below the element that labels that edge. If the resulting atomic network M is 3-consistent (and this can be checked in cubic time) then the original network is satis able (this follows from results in LM94]). If each possible set of choices leads to an atomic network that fails 3-consistency then the original network is unsatis able. This non-deterministic algorithm runs in cubic time and solves the NSP for the Allen interval algebra and works also for many other relation algebras.
However, it is not true for all relation algebras that a 3-consistent atomic network is necessarily satis able. An example where this can fail is the pentagonal algebra Mad91] with three self-converse atoms 1 0 ; e; d. Composition is de ned by listing the forbidden triples of atoms (see above). The forbidden triples consist of all Peircean transforms of (1 0 ; x; y) for x 6 = y 2 f1 0 ; e; dg, (e; e; e) and (d; d; d). For this algebra it is possible to construct a 3-consistent atomic network where the network in not satis able in any representation of the algebra. See gure 1. For the pentagonal algebra it turns out to be the case that the NSP is in NP, but the question is posed: can the complexity of the NSP be worse than NP and, if so, how bad can the complexity be?
In this paper we show that the NSP is undecidable for a certain nite relation algebra. This is done by reducing an undecidable tiling problem to it. The construction of the relation algebra is the same construction as we gave in HH99] to show that the problem of determining whether a nite relation algebra is representable or not is an undecidable one 3 . In this paper we give the construction again and prove the easy half of the main theorem. We hope this gives some insight as to why the construction works. We omit the harder half of the proof but refer to the corresponding proof in HH99].
No worse complexity is possible because for any xed, nite relation algebra A the unsatis able nite networks over A are recursively enumerable. This follows from results in HH97, section 9.1].
Tilings
Let be a xed, nite set of tiles with horizontal adjacency H and vertical adjacency V . In the following, we may sometimes simply write for a set of tiles and take the adjacencies to be given, provided this is unambiguous. An instance of the decision problem P( ) is a non-empty, nite sequence S(0; 0); S(1; 0); : : :; S(n; 0) 2 such that (S(i; 0); S(i + 1; 0)) 2 H, for each i < n. Such an instance is a yes-instance if it is possible to extend this nite, one-row fragment into a tiling of the whole plane S(i; j) : i; j 2 Zwhere (S(i; j); S(i + 1; j)) 2 H and (S(i; j); S(i; j + 1)) 2 V for i; j 2 Z, and it is a no-instance if it is impossible to extend to such a tiling. There exists a nite set of tiles such that P( ) is undecidable. Proof. Let U be any determinisitc Turing machine (with a two-way in nite tape) that recognizes a recursively enumerable but not recursive language: such machines are known to exist. So the problem of deciding whether U halts or not, starting on an arbitrary string w in the input alphabet of U, is undecidable. There are a number of ways of coding up U as a nite set of tiles and adjacencies so that successive rows of any tiling that might exist represent the con gurations of U at successive times.
Let : Q ! Q ( fL; Rg) be the transition function of U, where Q is the set of states, is the alphabet of U and L and R represent an instruction to move left or right respectively. For an example of such a coding, let b 2 be the blank symbol and let 0 = fb l ; b r g (we'll use these extra symbols for blanks on the left and 3 Indeed the same construction can be used to show for any n 5 that the problem of deciding whether a nite relation algebra is a subalgebra of some relation algebras derived from any cylindric algebra of dimension n is undecidable.
4 A Finite Relation Algebra with Undecidable Network Satisfaction Problem right, respectively, of an input string). We extend the transition function to 0 by letting 0 (q; b l ) = 0 (q; b r ) = (q; b) for each q 2 Q. Let include a tile T(q; s; x) for each q 2 Q; s 2 0 ; x 2 fL; C; R; Og plus one additional tile Y . x = C is intended to denote that the tape head is in the position of that tile, x = L (or R) is used to denote that the tape head is about to move left (or right) onto that tile and x = O is used otherwise. Y will be used to extend any tiling of the upper half-plane to a tiling of the whole plane. Next we de ne horizontal and vertical adjacencies H; V Now we reduce the undecidable word recognition problem for U to P( ). Let w = (w 1 ; : : :; w n ) (some n) be a string in the alphabet and let U's start state be q 0 . Construct an instance S = S(w) of P( ) by letting S(0; 0) = (q 0 ; b l ; x 0 ); S(0; n+1) = (q 0 ; b r ; x n+1 ) and S(0; i) = T(q 0 ; w i ; x i ) for each i with 1 i n where x 1 = C x i = O for 3 i n + 1 x 2 = R if 0 (q 0 ; w 1 ) = (q; R) (any q 2 Q) and x 2 = O otherwise x 0 = L if 0 (q 0 ; w 1 ) = (q; L) (any q) and x 0 = O otherwise. This gives an instance of P( ). To show that this is a correct reduction, suppose rst that S(w) is a yes-instance of P( ), i.e. it extends to a tiling S(i; j) : i; j 2 Zof the plane. Since S(0; 0) = (q 0 ; b l ; x 0 ) the de nition of horizontal adjacency shows that S(i; 0) = (q 0 ; b l ; x i ) (some x i ) for each i < 0 and similarly S(i; 0) = (q 0 ; b r ; x i ) for each i > n + 1. Thus row 0 represents the initial con guration of U at time 0 with the tape head at position 1. Using the vertical adjacency we see that for j 0, the j'th row S(i; j) : i 2 Zrepresents the con guration of U at time j. Since the tiling goes on forever, this means that U will run forever on input w, so w is a no-instance A Finite Relation Algebra with Undecidable Network Satisfaction Problem 5 of U. (It is slightly irritating that a yes-instance of the tiling problem corresponds to a no-instance of the recognition problem for U, but this can't be helped.) Conversely, if U runs forever on input w then for j 0 let the tape contents at time j be v(i; j) : i 2 Zand let the state be q j . We construct a tiling of the plane by letting Let be a set of tiles such that P( ) is undecidable. Let 0 be de ned from as above. Then 1. P( 0 ) is undecidable 2. for each tile T 2 0 there is a tiling of the plane with T placed at (0; 0) and 3. there is a tile Z 2 0 which can tile the plane on its own but cannot be adjacent to any other tile.
These are the exact conditions required for the application of HH99, theorem 4].
Proof. The last two parts follow straight from the de nition of 0 . For the rst part, suppose for contradiction that P( 0 ) were decidable. Then a decision algorithm for P( ) can be obtained, contrary to the condition of the lemma. For the algorithm, take any instance S of P( ). If S contains any tile T not in 0 then there is no tiling of the plane with T at (0; 0) hence no tiling of the plane containing T at all. So S is a no-instance. Otherwise, if every tile in S belongs to 0 , then use the assumed decision algorithm for P( 0 ) to decide if S is a yes-instance or a no-instance of P( ). There is a nite relation algebra A such that the NSP over A is undecidable. (z 0 ; y 0 j ) 2 h(g 02 ) it follows that (x 0 i ; y 0 j ) 2 h(g 10 ; g 02 ). Since A( 0 ) is a nite algebra,
